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GLOXINIA  
VELVET  
TRUMPETS
Each cluster of bell-shaped 
blooms in this Gloxinia 
Mix struts its stuff for up 
to ten weeks! With a mix 
of vibrant purple, magenta, 
and white-edged bicolour 
blooms, perfect for pots or 
tubs on the windowsill or in 
the glasshouse, with a little 
care, the plants can be kept for 
many years. 
4 Tubers €10 Code SB277
8 tubers €17 Save €3 
Code SB277A

New

New

SPLENDID FOXGLOVES 
Exceptionally long flowering foxgloves create a dramatic statement all summer. Fabulous densely packed spires of spotted 
blooms are held high above semi-evergreen foliage through summer and into autumn. Loved by bees and happy in  
sheltered borders and containers. Prefer moist, well-drained soil in sun or part shade. Hardy perennials/biennial.  
100-120 cm June-Sept. 3 plants €16 Code P164   6 plants €26 Save €4  Code P164A

New
RANUNCULUS/
FREESIA HAPPY 
SUMMER
Ranunculus are without 
a doubt one of the most 
beautiful bulbs around. When 
blended with super fragrant 
Freesia they make a stunning 
display in pots and tubs. They 
also make wonderful cut 
flowers which is why they are 
loved by florists and gardeners 
alike.
25 Bulbs €10 Code SB278  
50 Bulbs €17 Save €3 
Code SB278A

Unusual Treasures for your  
Garden from Mr Middleton 

At Mr Middleton we are very proud of our reputation supplying top qual-
ity flower bulbs to generations of Irish gardeners. In the last 40 years 
we have  

introduced more new varieties than any other garden supplier in Ireland and 
this spring is no different with over 50 new introductions. Many of the varieties 
we supply are exclusive to Mr Middleton and are only available in small  
numbers so early ordering is advised. 

Our catalogue contains just a sample of the many exciting varieties we 
sell, many more are available online. Thank you for your support over the past 
47 years, we look forward to providing exceptional customer service for many 
years to come.

Mr Middleton 
February 2021

WINNER 13 GOLD MEDALS  
BLOOM FLOWER SHOW 

Mr Middleton supplying Irish gardeners with top 
quality plants for 47 years.  

DELIVERY TIME
Covid 19 has given us all many challenges, for our business the challenge has been around obtaining stock from growers or
factories in parts of the world that may be in lockdown. 

Buying from us is not like buying a book or a CD, which just has to be picked and packed from a warehouse shelf. We offer 
specialist plants that come from around the world. Our roses and fruit are grown in Ireland, France, Germany and Holland.  
Plants must be lifted from the field, inspected to ensure they are certified disease free, then root wrapped and transported to our 
nursery. Bad weather in any part of Europe can cause delays as growers may not be able to get machinery into the field equally, a 
Covid lockdown can cause a long delay. Early ordering helps ensure you receive the varieties ordered. We will dispatch your order 
as soon as possible, please allow 21 days for delivery.
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New New New New

DAHLIA POWER PUFFS  
This is an exciting class for new dahlia with giant power 
puff flowers . Excellent summer colour and perfect cut 
flowers. Aug – Oct 100cm.
2 tubers €9 Code SB279 
4 tubers €15 Save €3  Code SB164A

KING OF ORANGE CROCOSMIA 
King of Orange Crocosmia  blooms in flaming shades of  
red to deep orange. Kind of Orange will light up the late 
summer garden. Pollinator friendly, rabbit and deer  
resistant.  Aug – Oct 100cm. 
20 corms €9 Code SB281 
40 corms €15 Save €3  Code SB281A

DAHLIA INDIAN SUMMER  
Dazzling colours for late summer flowers. These 
dahlias are loved by the bees and butterflies.
2 tubers €8 Code SB280 
4 tubers €14 Save €2 Code SB280A

New

LIATRIS BUTTERFLY HUB 
Flowering in early summer Liatris will act as a magnet 
for butterflies to your garden. Our special selection will 
include white dot and purple. Ht 75cm.
20 bulbs €9 Code SB285 

TRITELEIA HYACINTHINA  
Showy, white lily flowers pencilled with blue are clustered 
on slender stalks. Tall. Grows in both wet and dry meadows. 
A nectar rich species for butterflies. Ht 40cm June – July.
20 bulbs €9 Code SB286
40 bulbs €15 Save €3 Code SB286A

New CARDIOCRINUM 
GIGANTEUM   
(THE GIANT  
HIMALAYAN LILLY ) 
This is a truly rare bulb, which is 
a real plant collector’s find. This 
unusual monocarpic lily is truly a 
sight to behold in summer, when the 
enormous, fragrant white lily flowers 
appear on stems that can grow more 
than 10 feet tall. Producing as many 
as 40 scented cream-white flowers, 
each with maroon markings in its 
deep throat and a strong vanilla-like 
fragrance. Instructions supplied for 
successful growing. 
1 large potted bulb €20  
Code PL183
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DAHLIA COLOUR STARS  
Eye-catching star-shaped blooms, these flowers are skilled at holding their shape in bad weather. Our Special selection 
are sure to make a bold statement in any garden from June to late autumn. Ht 90cm.
3 mixed tubers €9 Code SB235  6 mixed tubers €14 Save €4  Code SB235A

MR  
MIDDLETON’S 

VINTAGE CANNA    
Great heirloom varieties that 
date back over 100 years and 

look fabulous together.  
Dramatic leaves and late  

summer flowers. Ht 100cm.
3 mixed rhizomes €9  

Code SB238   
6 mixed rhizomes €14  

Save €4   
Code SB238A

New New

New

Top Source of Nectar for Bees and Butterflies  
Fabulous in any garden as an important pollinator source
for bees, butterflies and other insects. Beebalm is a tradi-
tional favourite for the perennial border, with a striking
display of richly coloured flowers through the summer
months. This recent selection, part of the Bee-You Series,

is compact and features deep red, purple and white 
flowers, arranged in large, shaggy heads. Foliage is 
delightfully fragrant, and significantly more resistant to 
powdery mildew than older varieties. Flowers are edible. 
Ht 40cms.
3 plants one of each €20 Code PL165 

MONARDA BEE HAPPY  

MONARDA BEE HAPPY MONARDA BEE FREE

MONARDA BEE BRIGHT
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GROW THE TALLEST  
TREE LILIES EVER
Tree Lily Collection   
Tree lilies are the breathtaking result of years 
of painstaking breeding; these incredible va-
rieties of Oriental lily can grow as tall as 2.5m 
(8ft) in as little as two years. One single Tree 
Lily bulb can produce up to thirty 20cm (8”) 
trumpet blooms and will take on a shrub-like 
appearance over the years. The sturdy stalks 
are almost 5cm (2”) thick, so they won’t need 
supporting and the foliage remains lush 
all season. It couldn’t be easier. Grow them 
through shrubs in borders, against walls and 
fences, or in large pots for the patio, and let 
them look after themselves. Height: 2.5m (8’). 
Spread: 60cm (24”).  
Each collection contain’s named varieties,  
2 bulbs of each. 
6 bulbs €16  Code SB003
12 bulbs €29  Code SB003A

      

New

New

New

MR MIDDLETON’S NERINE FLORAL FIREWORKS
Extend your garden’s flowering season with these superb bulbs. Just when you think all the flowering season is over 
along come the stunning  Nerine’s. Flowering in the autumn with an exotic floral firework display showing decorative, 
slender, curling petals. Glowing with fiery colour just as the days begin to shorten and get duller. Our selection includes 
varieties not available from any other source in Ireland.
6 bulbs €10 Code SB142  12 bulbs €16 Code SB142A 

CANNA APRICOT FROST  
Compact and free-flowering, Canna ‘Apricot Frost’ pro-
duces eye-catching clusters of huge,  pale apricot flowers 
adorned with gold and deep pink .Adding a strong 
ornamental interest and immediately give a touch of the 
tropics to your  garden. Aug – Sept 100cm
3 Rhizomes €10  Code SB287
6 Rhizomes €16  Save €4 Code SB287A

      

CALLA NIGHT CLUB  
Dramatic-looking, Calla Lily ‘Night Club features striking, 
dark-purple to nearly black, chalice-shaped flowers aging 
to a deep wine . Bursting into bloom they will add bright 
notes of summer colour to the garden, or pots inside . 
Best grow in pots. Aug – Sept  45cm.
3 corms €12  Code SB289
6 corms €20 Save €4 Code SB289A
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DELIGHTFUL  
PURPLE  

DAHLIA DAYS
Carefully sourced delightful purple 

Dahlias in a variety of different 
shades and types. Cactus, Pompom 

and Decorative varieties in hues 
of lilac and lavender, all the way 

to magenta and maroon, with 
creamy white to add balance to 

this magnificent mix. The variation 
of petal types and colouring make 
this mix a sensational addition to 
your garden.  June to September. 

Height 1m.  
3 tubers €9 Code SB237   

Buy 6 for just €15 and  
Save €3 Code SB237A  

New New

DINNER PLATE CRISPA BEGONIA
Large flowers with fringed petals. One of the most unique begonias. A superb variation of the double begonia with 
unique Flowers which stand out in any garden or pot. Crispa Begonias bloom all summer, you’ll get an outstanding 
succession of blooms that lasts and lasts! 35cm.
Crispa Begonia White Pink 2 Tubers €9 Code SB290
Crispa Begonia Red Pink 2 Tubers €9 Code SB290A

      

Special Offer
Buy 2 of each  
for only €15
Save €3 
Code SB290B

Irish grown plants for bees and insects.
Save €30
Wild bees and other pollinators are in decline. Introduce 
these pollinator friendly plants and flowers to your 
garden and help bees, butterflies and other beneficial 
insects to flourish while keeping your garden productive 
and beautiful! We will select 10 exceptional named  
varieties for their stunning blooms, glorious fragrances,  
elegant foliage and a broad range of heights and 
spreads. Just perfect for creating a cottage garden or 
filling in gaps in your borders! These exciting perennial 
plants are exceptional value for money and will get  
bigger and better each year, filling your garden with  
colour as well as attracting bees and butterflies.  

Perennial plants are generally better sources of pollen 
and nectar than annuals but they are also cost effective 
as they grow and flourish over the following years.

Many of these plants will be productive in your 
garden for 10 years or more, filling your life with 
beauty while helping the bees and butterflies as well. 
Includes Salvia, Echinacea ,Verbascum, Achillea, Nepeta, 
Echinops,Scabiosa, Kniphofia, Sedum,Geum. Contents 
may vary.

10 Strong plants in 9cm pots €30
Code PL20
20 Strong plants in 9cm pots €50
Code PL20A

PLANTS FOR POLLINATORS

€30
SAVE
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HARDY CALANTHE ORCHIDS  
We first exhibited these spectacular showy unique plants at Bloom where their brilliance won us a coveted Gold 
Medal. Working with one the world’s top breeders we are delighted to make these unique plants available for the 
first time.

Calanthe are hardy orchids with magnificent flowers that often boast a clove-like fragrance. These are very rare 
orchids in the wild. Although you may be under the impression that hardy orchids are hard to grow, calanthe are 
not. 

Calanthe orchids prefer light shade and will flower best in slightly moist, rich garden soil but they also tolerate 
very dark dry shade. They are very easy-to-grow shade perennials that multiply into very large clumps clothed in 
small but plentiful long spikes that carry dozens of flowers in shades of yellow, pink, red and white.
€20 each Code SB262

BUDDELIA BUTTERFLY TOWER       

World Exclusive Butterfly Magnet 
Buddleja ‘Butterfly Towers’ is a world exclusive, from 
Thompson & Morgan’s  own breeding programme! This 
unique, upright Buddleja has a tall, columnar habit, which 
forms a majestic tower of mauve-purple flowers. Each 
large, upward-pointing flower provides a valuable source 

of nectar that will attract bees and butterflies all sum-
mer long. This slender hardy shrub is reliable and easy 
to grow. It demands much less space than traditional 
varieties, making an excellent hedging plant for creating 
colourful garden screens. Height: 2m (6’). Spread: 1m (3’).
€30 each Code P177 

SOIL RENEW 
1.5kg €13 Code S619
3kg  €24 Code S619A
10kg  €50 Code S619B
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MR MIDDLETON’S 
BORDER GARDEN 
PEONIES 
You will love this special mixture 
that produces large luscious fragrant 
double flowers for years without 
fail. An essential of every cottage 
garden where they will provide an 
abundance of cut flowers.
3 Roots €12  Code SB195
Buy 6 tubers for just €20 and 
Save €4   
Code SB195A

MR MIDDLETON’S 
LARGE FLOWERED  
BEGONIAS
Our special collection will bring 
months of colour at an affordable 
price, every day from early summer 
well into autumn. Plant these begonias 
in beds, along borders or in groups. 
They also make excellent pot plants 
for the patio or decking. Wherever 
you plant them, they will inject a vivid 
splash of colour. They are very unde-
manding, requiring little care and they 
flower in great abundance. 
5 Large Tubers €10  
Code SB163
10 Large Tubers  €15  Save €5 
Code SB163A

EXOTIC PEARLS (Polianthes Tuberosa)  
Absolute pearl of a plant whether in the border or in pots on your patio. It also makes a wonderful cut flower that 
lasts a long time in the vase, so you can enjoy this graceful eye-catcher with its fragrant, delicate tubular flowers 
indoors too. A joy to behold – and sensational to smell because the white and pink flowers emanate a gorgeous, 
intensely sweet scent.
3 bulbs €12  Code SB190 
Buy 6 bulbs for just €20 and Save €4  Code SB190A
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New New New New

New
New

DAHLIA PENHILL DARK  
MONARCH DINNER PLATE 
Raspberry plum with a touch of apricot. Dahlia Dark 
Monarch is a stunning dinner plate dahlia its ruffled 
flowers are sure to bring admiring glances. The striking 
flowers are perfect for cut flowers. Ht 120cm.
2 tubers €8  Code SB293
Buy 4 for €14  Save €2 Code SB293A

      

DAHLIA DON’S DREAM  
DECORATIVE 
This Decorative Dahlias produce spectacular flowers in 
a range of colourful shades of purple. Every flower will 
have slightly different shading. Ht 90cm.
2 tubers €8  Code SB292
Buy 4 for €14  Save €2 Code SB292A

      

DAHLIA RED EMPIRE
Red-and-white wow! Fill your back borders with eye-
catching colour, thanks to fully double, bright red flowers 
tipped in white.! Plenty of opportunity for dazzling in 
both borders and bouquets!
2 tubers €8  Code SB294
Buy 4 for €14  Save €2 Code SB294A

      

DAHLIA CAFE AU LAIT GIANT 
DINNER PLATE 
Dahlia Cafe au Lait with its soft creamy peach tones is one 
of our perennial favourites. Huge, pillowy flowers which 
open pale pink then fade to the perfect colour: a warm 
cream-blush, which mixes well with so many different 
colour combinations. 120cm.
2 tubers €7  Code SB244
Buy 4 for €12 and Save €2 Code SB244A  

DAHLIA WISHES N DREAMS
A sweet single-flowered dahlia with rich, dark colour 
leaves and stems makes this a truly unique variety and 
an asset to every border.  As its heart, containing pollen 
and nectar, is easy to reach for insects, this dahlia is a 
magnet for bees and butterflies.
2 tubers €8  Code SB298
Buy 4 for €14  Save €2 Code SB298A

      

DAHLIA ‘TSUKI-YORI-NO-
SHISHA’ FIMBRIATA 
Impressive flower heads up to 20cm across are packed 
with lots of petal-like ray florets, each divided at their 
tips to create a feathery effect. This dahlia originates 
from Japan, but will make a big splash in any garden.
2 tubers €8  Code SB297
Buy 4 for €14  Save €2 Code SB297A

      

DAHLIA REJMANS 
FIRECRACKER FIMBRIATA 
An explosion of orange and red, with large flowers set 
against their rich green foliage. Exquisitely shaped, these 
striking star-burst flowers would give a great display in 
any garden, or patio. They also make ideal cut flowers. 
Ht 110cm.
2 tubers €8  Code SB296
Buy 4 for €14  Save €2 Code SB296A

      

New

AGAPANTHUS ‘SILVER MOON’
Agapanthus ‘Silver Moon’ is a clump-forming, evergreen 
perennial with narrow, strap-shaped, green and white, 
variegated leaves and erect stems bearing umbels of 
open, bell-shaped, mid-blue flowers from midsummer 
into early autumn. 100 cm.
1 Root €9 Code PL170 
3 Roots €23  Save €4  Code PL170A
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DAHLIA SMARTY   
2 tubers €7  Code SB022
Buy 4 for just €12 and Save €2 Code B022A

DAHLIA ANEMONE  
MARY EVELINE
2 tubers €7  Code SB028
Buy 4 for just €12 and Save €2 Code SB028A

DAHLIA FIRE AND ICE
2 tubers €7  Code SB117
Buy 4 for just €12 and Save €2 Code B117A

DAHLIA FOR THE BEES AND BUTTERFLIES 
These single dahlias are ideal for encouraging bees and other pollinating insects into the garden. A wonderful 
addition to the mixed or herbaceous border, the flowers are also excellent for cut arrangements. They are excellent 
for pots as well as the garden.  Flowering from June till late autumn providing food for bees and other insects.

DAHLIA EDGE OF JOY
2 tubers €7  Code SB21
Buy 4 for just €12 and Save €2 Code SB21A

DAHLIA KELSEY 
ANNIE JOY

(MIGON)    
2 tubers €7 Code SB249  

Buy 4 for just €12 and  
Save €2 Code SB249A  

DAHLIA KELSEY SUNSHINE  
(MIGON)
2 tubers €7 Code SB248   
Buy 4 for just €12 and Save €2 Code SB248A  

DAHLIA PULP FICTION  
(BISHOP SERIES ) 
2 tubers €7 Code SB250   
Buy 4 for just €12 and Save €2 Code SB250A   

DAHLIA FOR THE BEES AND BUTTERFLIES 
These single dahlias are ideal for encouraging bees and other pollinating insects into the garden. A wonderful 
addition to the mixed or herbaceous border, the flowers are also excellent for cut arrangements. They are excellent 
for pots as well as the garden.  Flowering from June till late autumn providing food for bees and other insects.

Follow us on  
Facebook 
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CALLA BIG DIPPER
Warm voluptuous colours to dazzle in mid-summer sun.  Excellent in pots and tubs on the patio or balcony. Ht 75cm. 
3 corns €10  Code SB209
6 corns €17 Save €3 Code SB209A

MR MIDDLETON’S 
VINTAGE CANNA    
Great heirloom varieties that 
date back over 100 years and 
look fabulous together.  
Dramatic leaves and late  
summer flowers. Ht 100cm.
3 mixed rhizomes €9  
Code SB238   
6 mixed rhizomes €14  
Save €4   
Code SB238A

New New

New New

DAHLIA FOR THE BEES AND BUTTERFLIES 
These single dahlias are ideal for encouraging bees and other pollinating insects into the garden. A wonderful 
addition to the mixed or herbaceous border, the flowers are also excellent for cut arrangements. They are excellent 
for pots as well as the garden.  Flowering from June till late autumn providing food for bees and other insects.

DAHLEGRIA TRICOLORE
This singleflowered dahlia has a very special colour 
design.The basic colour is between salmon and orange. 
This blends to the top to lilac. Round the dark open centre 
there is a large zone of deep purple-red. Ht 70cm
2 tubers €8  Code SB299
Buy 4 for just €14 and Save €2 Code SB299A

DAHLIA HS FIRST LOVE
One of the ‘Happy Single’ series of dahlia, featuring single 
flowers against contrasting, dark foliage. The flowers here 
are peach with a central red ring - really pretty. Ht60cm 
2 tubers €8  Code SB300
Buy 4 for just €14 and Save €2 Code SB300A

DAHLIA TOTALLY TANGERINE
ANEMONE TYPE  
Particularly gorgeous with its skirt of soft pink petals 
surrounding a fluffy central pincushion of tiny elongated 
rust-orange florets. Ht80cm
2 tubers €8  Code SB301
Buy 4 for just €14 and Save €2 Code SB301A

DAHLIA LIFE STYLE  
ANEMONE TYPE 
A stunning a variety that produces double flowers in a 
combination of lavender and deep golden yellow. The 
beautiful blooms will also attract bees, butterflies and 
other nectar loving insects in to your garden.  Ht 80cm.
2 tubers €8  Code SB300
Buy 4 for just €14 and Save €2 Code SB300A
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TREE LILY HONEYMOON  
A winsome big beauty, it is the colour of warm honey with 
an interior blushed pale yellow and green nectary furrows. 
Orienpet Lilies combine the stature of the Chinese Trumpet 
Lily with the exotic beauty of the Oriental Hybrid Lily. Their 
huge, waxy flowers have slightly recurved petals, elongated 
anther-tipped stamens, and a subtle, fruity fragrance. 
6 bulbs €16 Code SB230
12 bulbs €28 Save €4  Code SB230A

HARDY  
PLEIONE ORCHID 

The lip of these rich pink flowers has a 
finely fringed edge and is attractively 
speckled inside with orange and red.  
Appearing from mid-spring to early  

summer, they will provide a colourful 
show towards the front of a partially 
shaded border. Ideally they should be 

grown in a pot and kept in a cool green-
house, conservatory or window sill, and 

kept dry over winter. Supplied in possible 
shades of White, Purple, Pink, Yellow.

3 bulbs €12  Code SB261   
6 bulbs €18  Save €6   

Code SB261A

DAHLIA COTTON CANDY 
A Super vintage combination that will provide excellent cut flowers all summer long well into the autumn. The more 
you cut the flowers the greater will be your reward with extra blooms.
2 tubers €8 Code SB216  4 tubers €12 Save €4  Code SB216A

New

ATOM HARDY GLADIOLUS
These beautiful, butterfly-shaped gladioli show off their 
intense colour with pride. Each velvety petal is delicately 
outlined in an unusual silvery-white colour that naturally 
draws the eye to the garden. Once planted will last for 
decades. Ht 60cm  
10 corms €8 Code SB309
Buy 20 corms for just €14 and Save €2  
Code SB309A

TRITELEIA LAXA ROYAL BLUE 
Ready for a summer spectacle, this ‘Royal Blue’ Triteleia will 
flower abundantly in summer. Its fresh lilac/blue colour 
lights up beautifully in the sunshine. Create a sea of flowers 
in your garden or put them in a pots and tubs on the patio. 
They’re also excellent as cut flowers in a bouquet! 
20 bulbs €10 Code SB256   
Buy 40 for just €16 and Save €4 Code SB256A  
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LILY NIGHTRIDER  
If you doubted the existence of a 
true black flower, then you need 
to grow this exciting new intro-
duction!  Darkest violet-black to 

black with fabulous satiny sheen 
which adds to their mysterious 

and exotic appeal. The dramatic 
flowers are upward facing and 

slightly recurved. This stunning 
lily will bring drama to the garden 

and is perfect for cut flowers. 
June – July Ht 90cm. 

3 bulbs €8 Code SB260   
Buy 6 for just €12 and  
Save €4 Code SB260A  

LOTUS LILY PURE    
A Pure beauty by name and nature, sublime pure white 
double flowers, a new and exciting exclusive addition to 
our range. Capable of flowering over several months of 
the summer, this double oriental lily makes an excellent 
cut flower with long life in the vase. Ht 100cm. 
3 bulbs €8 each Code SB257   
Buy 6 for just €12 and Save €4 Code SB257A  

LILY APRICOT FUDGE 
One of the most unique lily flowers we have seen! Apricot 
Fudge is a double Asiatic lily with apricot coloured blooms. 
The blooms look like an elegant rose which make them 
really stand out in the garden, and especially as a cut flower. 
This one of a kind lily has a place in any sunny spot in your 
garden or in pots and tubs. Ht 75cm. 
3 bulbs €8 each Code SB259  
Buy 6 for just €12 and Save €4 Code SB259A  

LOTUS DREAM MIX    
We are proud to be the exclusive Irish distributor of these unique lilies from the world’s top breeder. This is a new and 
exciting addition to our range.  Available for the first time, what sets it apart is the many-petalled flowers, which look 
more like a lotus than your average garden lily. Capable of flowering over several months of the summer, this double 
oriental lily makes an excellent cut flower with long life in the vase. Ht 100cm. 
3 bulbs €8 Code SB258   
Buy 6 for just €12 and Save €4 Code SB258A  
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HOSTA TOUCH OF CLASS
Sweet nectar from the trumpet-shaped lavander blossoms 
with Intense blue leaves which are set off by striking  
narrow flames of gold with green jetting accents between 
the centre and the margin. Hosta thrive in shade, even 
in competition with tree roots, hurray! It is hard to find a 
garden that won’t benefit from incorporating some Hosta.
€8 each Code PL115
Buy 3 Plants for just €20 and Save €4
Code PL115A

AGAPANTHUS WHITE SUPERIOR 
A perfect match with Blue Globe strong flower heads 
above the long and slender foliage bloom in late summer.  
Long lasting cut flowers, a very hardy variety. 
€8 each Code PL34
Buy 3 Plants for just €18 and Save €6 
Code PL34A

AGAPANTHUS BLUE GLOBE
Large flower heads above the long and slender foliage 
bloom in late summer. Blooms last for about 60 days. A 
moist and organic soil is critical. Long lasting cut flowers. 
These varieties are the hardiest of all Agapanthus avail-
able. Great as patio plant.
€8 each Code PL33
Buy 3 Plants for just €18 and Save €6 
Code PL33A

Special Offer
Buy 3 of each  
for only €30
Save €6 
Code 170/PL34B

ASTILBLE ICE CREAM   
Masses of soft pink, feathery plumes sit above glossy, dark 
green foliage in mid to late summer. The perfect ice cream 
for a cool spot, excellent in damp shady soils. June- July 
90cm. 
€8 each Code PL150  Buy 3 Plants for just €20 
and Save €4 Code PL150A  

New

New

HOSTA ‘BLUE MOUSE EARS’
Rich in many qualities  ,Hosta Blue Mouse Ears’  is a 
small and adorable perennial forming an open mound 
of horizontal, thick, nearly round, rich blue leafs, that 
are quite tough so slugs do not seem to like them. 
20cms. 
1 root €8 Code PL172
Buy 3 roots for just €20 and Save €4  
Code PL172A

New

ASTILBE CAPPUCINO  
 A stunning contrast in colour, features large feathery 
plumes of snowy white atop deep, rich bronze-green foli-
age that is very attractive with a lacy look that intensifies 
when paired with the blooms. Light and airy, the flowers 
are tall with an attention-grabbing form – perfect for 
adding interest to shady areas of the garden. Ht .75cm 
1 root €8 Code PL27
Buy 3 roots for just €20 and Save €4 Code PL27A

DICENTRA SPECTABILIS   
VALENTINE
A new outstanding selection of the 
 Old-fashioned Bleeding Heart. This beauty 
features arching spikes of elegant cherryred, 
heart-shaped blooms with white tips held 
on dark burgundy stems. Blooms late spring 
to early summer. Thrives in damp borders 
and woodland gardens but also makes a 
fantastic addition to a shady patio container.
1 root €8 Code PL42
Buy 3 roots for just €20 and Save €4 
Code PL42A
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ECHINACEA PURPUREA 
‘GREEN TWISTER’
This selection offers a unique colour combination. The outer 
edge of the petals are yellow-green and bleed into a pale, 
lilac-pink in the centre, surrounding a bronze cone. A mag-
net to butterflies and excellent cut flowers. Ideal for sunny 
borders. Coneflowers begin blooming in midsummer and 
continue for months if faded flowers are regularly removed.
1 root €8 Code PL120
3 roots €16 Save €8  Code PL120A

TRICYRTIS TAIPEI SILK 
Tricyrtis Taipei Silk is one of the beauties of the early  
autumn when its branched clusters of heavily spotted 
purple flowers, which shade to white at the petal  
centres, appear above the spare lance-shaped leaves.  
A woodlander, so prefers some shade. Any reasonable soil 
but not too dry. 60cm. 
5 roots €10 Code PL154
Buy 10 roots for just €16 and Save €4
Code PL154A

THALICTRUM ‘HEWITT’S DOUBLE 
Displays masses of rich mauve, double flowers from mid  
to late summer. The magnificent floral display is  
complimented with attractive blue-green foliage.  
Excellent for cut flowers! 150cm.
€8 each Code PL79
Buy 3 Plants for just €20 and Save €4
Code PL79A

BRUNNERA MACROPHYLLA  
‘ALEXANDER’S GREAT’
This supersized Siberian Bugloss has huge, 
heart-shaped, heavily silvered leaves adorned 
with contrasting green veins and edges. 
Attractive sprays of tiny, sky blue, flowers rise 
above the foliage in spring. Foliage forms a 
dense and lush mound, which remains  
attractive throughout the entire growing 
season. Perfect for beds and borders, banks 
and slopes or underplanting shrubs and 
roses. Ht. 40cm.
1 root €12 Code PL106
Buy 3 roots for just €28 and Save €8
Code PL106A

ERYNGIUM BIG BLUE
A terrific Sea Holly, producing large heads of steel-blue 
prickly flowers over a mound of silvery leaves that add 
texture to the sunny border. Exceptionally good for cutting, 
fresh or dried. A versatile plant, fitting well into the border 
and also useful in containers.
1 root €8 Code PL24
Buy 3 roots for just €20 and Save €4 Code PL24A

IRIS PEACOCK TIPPED IN BLUE
An Iris sibirica that shows off in style, it really needs to be 
seen to be believed. Its pastel complementary colours ap-
pear to have been hand painted. Soft blue-violet standards, 
edged yellow and tipped blue, yellow blue veined falls. May- 
June Ht50cm 
1 root €8 Code PL177
Buy 3 roots for just €20 and Save €4 Code PL177A

ECHINACEA ECCENTRIC
Large, up to 6”, flowers and gorgeous red colour with hints 
of purple make this Echinacea a standout in the garden. 
Flowers open on sturdy stems and fade to a pretty orange 
red hues from June to autumn. 90cm.
1 root €8 Code PL53
Buy 3 roots for just €20 and Save €4 Code PL53A

New New

New
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100 SENSATIONAL SUMMER BULBS FOR ONLY €40 SAVE €25
 Dazzling summer flowering bulbs such as these are a joy to behold. There is nothing more wonderful or satisfying than  
a warm garden, full of colour and the secret is to plant a variety of bulbs which will last all summer, from June until  
September. Plant in a sunny spot in the garden or in pots and tubs on the patio. This collection will do just that and  
includes: 25 Large-flowered Gladioli Mixed, 5 Dahlia Mixed, 5 Scented Lilies, 25 Iris Mixed, 15 Anemone Mixed, 10 Liatris,  
15 Crocosmia. Content may vary.
100 bulbs €40 Code SB145

EUCOMIS PINEAPPLE PLANT ALOHA LEIA
Eucomis Aloha Leia is a refreshing new version of the pineapple lily, with a double dose of the Hawaiian in its name, which 
forms a compact rosette of strappy wavy edged leaves. In summer sturdy stems rise up with purple buds that open to rasp-
berry pink flowers with a scent of coconut. A perfect patio plant . Ht 40cm  
1 bulb €6  Code PL303   Buy 3 bulbs for just €20 and Save €4 Code PL303A

SECRET TO A PERFECT LAWN
New exclusive Mo Bacter Organic Lawn Fertilizer  
and Moss Destroyer
MO Bacter slow release organic fertiliser from Belgium is 
a granular organic fertiliser which destroys moss, feeds 
grass and improves the soil all in one. MO Bacter Organic 
Fertiliser is a unique moss destroyer as it will not send your 
moss black and saves you from back breaking work

One of the major benefits is it destroys moss without 
leaving any of the unsightly black debris. The dead moss 
is actually digested by the bacteria (bacillus sp) which is 
found naturally in the soil but when added to fertiliser it 

consumes dead material like thatch and moss making it 
unnecessary for raking or scarification after treatment…
Leaving your lawn looking healthier.

Being organic it is totally safe and unlike some weed and 
moss killers is not harmful to you, your children or animals. 
It will not burn plants in your borders if you should spread 
it beyond your lawn, it does not stain stonework, patios or 
paths – a massive bonus!
10 kg €23  coverage 100sqm Code S376
20 Kg €37  coverage 200sqm  Save €9   
Code S376A
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Delbard Roses are an exciting new collection from renowned breeder Delbard of France. All are possessed 
of a wonderful perfume and many are award winners at trials throughout Europe

CLIMBING ROSE PAPI DELBARD
Beautiful fully double blooms which are a warm blend 
of pink, apricot and orange, in an old fashioned style. 
Sensational fruity perfume, a long flowering season, a 
perfect pillar rose.
€25 each Code R088
Buy 3 for only €60 Save €15  Code R088A

PAUL CÉZANNE   
Delbard Painters Collection™
The clustered flowers of this rosebush appear almost  
yellow, then adorn themselves with touches of white, 
orange, pink and ochre. The scent of its roses is bewitching. 
150cm.
€25 each Code R089
Buy 3 for only €60 Save €15  Code R088A

PAUL GAUGUIN  
Delbard Painters Collection™
A palette of warm, light colours in the Impressionist style. 
Big double flowers of light yellow and dusky pink with 
touches of white and ochre. Subtle perfume of grapefruit, 
lemon, rose and raspberry. Very resistant to diseases. 150cm.
€25 each Code R090
Buy 3 for only €60 Save €15  Code R090A

Scented

Scented

Scented

CAMILLE PISSARRO  
Delbard Painters Collection™
Has exuberant bursts of red, pink, yellow and white, 
changing from bud to open bloom. Masses of repeating 
large flowers set off with dark green foliage. A very tough 
rose, disguised by its femininity.  Ht 100cm.
€25 each Code R091
Buy 3 for only €60 Save €15  Code R091A

CHARTREUSE  
DE PARME
Delbard Painters  
Collection™
Big fragrance and big blooms- 
that’s what Delbard Grand 
Parfums Collection™ is all about 
.Chartreuse de Parme™ is fa-
mous for two things; her huge 
fragrance and her amazing 
rich purple/blueberry coloured 
blooms – a floral display of 
colour few roses could match, 
Chartreuse de Parme™ oozes 
richness with its double blooms. 
A heady perfume of fruitiness, 
citrus, lilac, rose and spices all 
hit you with your first inhale. 
Ht 120cm.
€25 each  Code R092
Buy 3 for only €60  
Save €15  Code R092A

ROSE DES CISTERCIENS   
Delbard, hybrid tea
This rose has unusual, frilled petals which are nicely coloured 
with blends and bands of yellows and pinks. Repeats well 
through the summer months and has compact, dark foliage. 
Another gorgeous striped rose. Ht 90cm. 
€25 each Code R093 
Buy 3 for only €60 Save €15  Code R093A

Scented Scented

Scented
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MARC CHAGALL    
Delbard Painters Collection™
Worthy of a great painter! Rosebush with large flowers 
grouped delicately striped with harmonious and varied 
shades of pink and yellow mixed, on light green foliage 
which enhances the radiance of the flowers. Generous 
bloom with a delicate fragrance, composed of both floral 
and fruity notes. Very good resistance to diseases. Ht 80cm.
€25 each Code R095 
Buy 3 for only €60 Save €15  Code R095A

MITSOUKO 
Delbard Grand Parfums 
Collection™
A symphony of colour 
with exquisite full, large, 
cupped, double flowers 
of mimosa yellow hearts 
with white and pastel pink 
edging in the scalloped 
petals; defines Mitsouko™ 
as a soft and feminine 
beauty, with soft fragrance 
of violets and raspberries, 
As with so many of the 
Delbard roses, Mitsouko™ 
makes a beautiful vase of 
cut blooms. Ht 100cm.
€25 each Code R096 
Buy 3 for only €60 
Save €15   
Code R096A

Scented

Scented

GRANDE AMORE    
Kordes Hybrid Tea
Great Love is a standout among 
red hybrid teas, acclaimed for its 
depth of colour and exceptional 
disease resistance. Continuous 
flushes of dark red, pointed buds 
open into high- centered blooms 
of shiny, intense red. If there 
was ever a perfect rose; this is it.  
This absolutely stunning repeat 
bloomer has been awarded 5 
International medals.  Suitable 
for planting in beds, borders and 
containers because of its bushy, 
compact, upright habit. 90cm. 
€25 each  Code R098 
Buy 3 for only €60  
Save €15   
Code R098A

CLAUDE MONET  
Delbard Painters Collection
Soft pastel tones of pinks, yellows and cream which are 
casually splashed across each petal, just like one of Monet’s 
famous impressionist paintings. The blooms are large and 
double in shape, making spring and summer gardens come 
alive with colour and form. This is a terrific rose that will 
blend beautifully with formal and informal mixed plant-
ings. Flowers cut for vases in the home will add a wonder-
ful French floral touch to any table setting. Ht 90cm. 
€25 each Code R099 
Buy 3 for only €60 Save €15  Code R099

Scented

Scented

MINERVA     
Fabulous displays of burgundy buds open into very 
attractively shaped ruffled edged purple and deep lilac 
blooms with silver toning, white centres & gold stamens. 
Fantastic strong fragrance. Strong upright stems, each 
producing great numbers of flower in large trusses of up 
to 40 blooms per stem. A fabulous plant with very healthy 
foliage. Ht 90cm.
€20 each Code R111 
Buy 3 for only €50 Save €10  Code R111A

Scented

New

LEONARDO DA VINCI 
A dramatically quartered, medium pink bloom on a well 
contained plant. Perfectly painted as if it were extracted 
from a da Vinci mural. Pleasantly pink and flowering all 
summer .Ht 90cm
€20 each Code R111 
Buy 3 plants for only €50 Save €10  Code R111A
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BABYLON EYES 
Meet our shrub rose collection ‘Babylon Eyes’: compact, single-flowered roses producing a rich display of red, yellow, 
pink or orange flowers with an eye-catching centre in a contrasting colour.  ‘Babylon Eyes®’ produce flowers from 
March/April until far into autumn, and this shrub rose requires no deadheading. These characteristics – and their 
unique eye-catching flowers – also make Babylon Eyes roses the perfect choice for use in pots and containers. The 
introduction of the Babylon Eyes was an immediate success being distinctively different: mass of blooms, continuous 
flowering, eye catching colours, lush green foliage, compact bushes and strong disease resistance.

ROSE ‘BABYLON 
CREAM EYES
A much less formal rose flower 
style, their open centres are a 
magnet for bees.  What’s more, 
their ever-changing flower 
colours provide long season 
interest, ‘Cream’ Babylon Eyes 
has lovely pure cream flowers, 
just like vanilla ice cream, 
splashed burgundy red in the 
centre eye, slowly fading paler 
as they age. Ht: 40cm x 40cm.
€20 each Code R112  
Buy 3 Plants for just €40  
Save €20 
Code R112A

ROSE ‘SUNSHINE  
BABYLON EYES
Constantly in bloom – all 
summer long, their unique 
eyecatching flower makes Sun-
shine Babylon roses the perfect 
choice for use in pots and 
containers, lush green foliage, 
compact bushes and strong 
disease resistance with  
a soft scent. Ht 40cm.
€20 each Code R113  
Buy 3 Plants for just €40  
Save €20  
Code R113A

Roses for bees

Roses for bees

BONICA
Excellent Groundcover 
A very pretty, yet tough rose, 
bearing dainty clusters of fra-
grant  flowers on a nice sturdy 
shrub. Bears dainty clusters of 
attractive, small to medium-
sized, mid pink flowers. They 
will be followed by a wonderful 
crop of bright red hips, which 
last long into the winter. It forms 
a nice, sturdy shrub with tidy, 
spreading growth and ample 
foliage. It is hardy, very healthy 
and extremely reliable, making it 
one of the most widely planted 
of all roses.  An excellent choice 
for covering a bank  where low 
maintenance is required.
€18 each Code R082
Buy 3 Plants for just €36 
and Save €18 
Code R082AScented

ROSE ‘TRENDY 
BABYLON EYES”
This repeat Flowering rose is 
an award winner, a Wildlife 
Friendly rose that is loved by 
bees and butterflies. Lovely 
clusters of semidouble lilac 
blooms, magenta eyes at 
the centre, with lovely soft 
perfume.
€20 each Code R114 
Buy 3 Plants for just €40  
Save €20 
Code R114A

Roses for bees

Roses for bees
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NOSTALGIE
Long-stemmed rose ‘Nostal-
gie’® distinguishes itself in 
shape, colour and scent. This 
extremely rare colour combina-
tion makes Nostalgie  one of 
the most beautiful roses to 
appear on the market in recent 
years. The fragrance is quite 
bewitching and the flowers 
are long lasting in the vase too. 
Definitely well worth finding 
a spot for in your garden. Ht 
Rose .2m.
€18 each Code R085   
Buy 3 Plants for just €40  
Save €14  Code R085A

GOLDEN SHOWERS  
CLIMBING ROSE
A modern Climber with loosely formed ragged-edged flow-
ers of deep golden-yellow fading to cream. Dark, relatively 
thornless stems and glossy foliage. Upright habit. A good, 
healthy yellow climber. Ht 3m.
€18 each Code R012 
Buy 3 Plants for just €40  
Save €14  Code R012A

THE FAIRY GROUND COVER 
SHRUB ROSE
Clusters of bead-like buds open to rosette, pink flow-
ers which are most effective en masse, produced almost 
continuously throughout the summer. Good glossy foliage. 
A spreading variety making it ideal for massed, ground 
cover planting or a low hedge. Also suitable to grown in a 
container. Very tolerant of poor soil and shade.  Ht 50cm. 
€15 each Code R128 
Buy 3 Plants for just €30 Save €15  Code R128A

Scented

ALOHA  
CLIMBING ROSE
A sumptuous and most  
attractive rose comprising of 
60 or more rose-pink petals 
with a deeper reverse and 
shadings of magenta. Strongly 
fragrant with healthy, dark, 
leathery foliage. Has an 
upright habit and seldom 
not in flower throughout the 
summer. A useful pillar rose or 
wall plant. In all respects a first 
class rose. Ht 3m.
€20 each Code R119 
Buy 3 Plants for just €50 
Save €10  Code R119A

Scented

VEILCHENBLAU  
RAMBLING ROSE
A vigorous rambler. it bears 
large clusters of small, semi-
double purple-violet flowers 
with some white brush mark-
ings. They are scented and 
mature to a blueish-lilac and 
fade to a lilac-grey. Excellent for 
covering fences, old building 
and hedges. Ht 5mx 3m. 
€20 each Code R120 
Buy 3 Plants for just €50 
Save €10  Code R120A
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LOUISE ODIER BOURBON  
SHRUB ROSE 
Very double, camellia-like flowers of bright rose pink. A vig-
orous and perpetual rose with a lovely fragrance. Very hardy, 
tolerant of shade and suitable to be grown as a hedge or a 
screen. Excellent for cut flowers. Ht 90cm.
€20 each Code R124 
Buy 3 Plants for just €50 Save €10   
Code R124A

MME. ALFRED CARRIÈRE  
CLIMBING NOISETTE ROSE
Lovely clusters of white sometimes flushed soft pink, huge 
double flowers. Vigorous and good on a north wall. Very 
fragrant and reliable. Almost thornless will grow anywhere. 
4m.
€20 each Code R125 
Buy 3 Plants for just €50 Save €10  Code R125A

ROSA ‘MADAME A. MEILLAND’  
PEACE HYBRID TEA  
Voted as the world’s most favourite rose, the Rose Peace is 
considered the greatest Hybrid Tea of all time. By 1992, over 
one hundred million plants of this hybrid tea had been sold. 
Sweetly scented. Healthy and vigorous with rich green glossy 
foliage. It has a short, upright habit, which make it ideal for 
growing in a narrow border. Ht 140cm.
€15 each Code R126 
Buy 3 Plants for just €35 Save €10  Code R126A

Scented Scented

Scented

DUCHESSE DE MONTEBELLO  
GALLICA SHRUB ROSE
The fragrant dainty fully double flowers are a soft, powdery 
pink, produced on a tidy, upright plant with good foliage. 
This old 1829 variety has a good fruity fragrance.  Excellent 
in poor soils and shade. Suitable to be planted in a container. 
Ht 120cm.
€20 each Code R109 
Buy 3 Plants for just €50 Save €10  Code R109A

Scented

ROSE BLACK BACCARA 
The florist rose you can grow 
in your garden
While bred for the florist trade, this 
one of a kind hybrid tea  also has what 
it takes to flourish in outdoor gardens. 
A fantastic highly fragrant Hybrid Tea 
rose. Deep near black buds and young 
flowers becoming lighter as the flower 
matures with tightly bound reflexing 
velvety petals suspended on tall stems 
amongst dark glossy green foliage.  
The velvety texture of the petals and 
unique burgundy-black colour of the 
blooms is an instant success in any 
cut flower garden. The flowers last 
up to 2 weeks in a vase. Semi-glossy 
dark green foliage lines the long 
stems. Enjoy flushes of these beauties 
throughout the season.

€18 each Code R047

Buy 3 for just €40 Save €14  
Code R047AScented

BLUE GIRL HYBRID TEA 
Classic high pointed 5” blooms of a lavender blue, with rose 
and lilac fragrance produced on a strong growing upright 
well foliaged continual blooming bush. Mid-green matte-
leaves. This Gold Medal winner flowers from late spring 
into autumn. Ht 90cm.
€20 each Code R105 
Buy 3 Plants for just €50 Save €10  Code R105A

ROSA GALLICA VERSICOLOR  
MUNDI OLD ROSE
Rosa Mundi  is a very old variety pre 1600 ‘Versicolor’ . It 
is a small very showy shrub of bushy, compact habit, with 
dull greyish-green leaves and profuse, highly fragrant, 
semi-double flowers, blush-pink striped and spotted with 
crimson, to 7cm in width in early summer followed by 
small oval hips in autumn. Ht 90cm.
€20 each Code R022 
Buy 3 Plants for just €50 Save €10  Code R022A

ScentedScented
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CHIPPENDALE
 One of the most eye-catching varieties, very early flowering, 
one of the first container roses to flower! It forms a dense bushy 
plant with dark green glossy foliage, with plenty of medium size, 
cup shaped, very fragrant quartered flowers, unique colour  
blend: changing from dark orange in the opening stage and,  
depending on weather, from peach-yellow to apricot-pink. 90cm.
€20 each Code R127 
Buy 3 Plants for just €50 Save €10  Code R127A

LA SEVILLANA SHRUB ROSE
This modern Shrub rose has semi-double flowers of bright 
electric red, with glossy foliage on a vigorous bushy plant. 
It is very tolerant of poorer soils so is excellent for difficult 
parts of the garden or on garden bank. Makes a very good 
hedge or low screen. Ht 120cm x 150cm.
€20 each Code R107 
Buy 3 Plants for just €50 Save €10  Code R107A

L’AIMANT FLORIBUNDA  
BUSH ROSE
 Masses of frilly coral pink fragrant ‘Victorian Spice’ flowers 
on a tidy, hardy plant. Lush glossy foliage with red hips in 
the autumn. A lovely rose for the border or on a patio in a 
container. Bred by Harkness. Ht 90cm.
€20 each Code R108 
Buy 3 Plants for just €50 Save €10  Code R108A

Scented

Scented Scented
NERINE BOWDENII 
This old fashioned bulb is a 
cottage garden favourite. Put-
ting on a fireworks display in 
late autumn, when most plants 
are looking decidedly sorry 
for themselves. The flowers it 
produces are quite exotic-looking, 
a strong clear pink with a wavy 
edge to the petals. They top stout 
upright stems, which arise usually 
before the foliage. They flower 
best when they are congested so 
plant lots of bulbs close together.  
Ht40cm.
8 bulbs €10  Code SB057
Buy 20 bulbs for just €16  
and Save €4 
Code SB057A

TIGRIDIA PAVONIA
Freesia Tigridia bulbs are a gorgeous and colourful addition to your flower garden. They will  certainly make you take 
a second look at its flowers. Exotic and Zany unlike any other flower, it’s like polka dot  cloth has been dropped into 
the centre of each flower . Several of these exotically-patterned Tigridia flowers are produced on each slender stem 
that will hold the bloom up among long slender concertina-type leaves. Flowering in a sunny border or pots in July – 
August. Ht 50cm  
30 mixed bulbs €10  Code SB305
Buy 60 bulbs for just €16  and Save €4 Code SB305A 

New New New
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FRAGRANT MIX
Fill your garden with magical scent and wonderful  
fragrances.
1 pack €10  Code TM08

ANNUAL & PERENNIAL MIX
An excellent selection for cut flowers for year round  
enjoyment. 
1 pack €10  Code TM05

EASY ANNUAL MIX
A quick and easy selection for instant first year success. 
1 pack €10  Code TM06

PERFECT FOR POLLINATORS
Selected to increase much needed food for bees and 
other essential pollinators for your garden.
1 pack €10  Code TM07

WILD FLOWERS MEADOW MIX.
Create your own stunning Wild Flower Meadow.
1 pack €10  Code 1TM01

NATURE IN A BOX 
FILL YOUR GARDEN WITH THOUSANDS OF FLOWERS.
Each box will produce up to  2,000 flowers. Along with some of the prettiest wild flowers are nectar and food plants 
for bees, butterflies and other insects. There is a box for every corner in your garden. Each pack will cover approx. 6- 7 
sq meters.

WILD FLOWERS  
CORNFIELD MIX 
Create a mini cornfield in your garden with this 
selection of attractive wild flowers. 
1 pack €10  Code TM02

THE ULTIMATE WILD 
FLOWER MIX
The Ultimate collection of wild flowers.
1 pack €10  Code TM03

WILD FLOWER WOODLAND
A special selection for woodland and shade spots.
1 pack €10  Code TM04
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MR MIDDLETON BEGONIA  
PENDULA
If you love begonias  then you will truly love our special  
mix of pendulous types just the job for filling hanging 
baskets ! Striking, blooms cascade freely from baskets 
and containers throughout the summer months, creat-
ing a bright and dazzling show with the minimum of 
effort. Guaranteed results whatever the weather!
5 Large mixed tubers €10  Code SB167
10 Large mixed tubers €15  Save €5 
Code SB167A
     

BEGONIA CHAMPAGNE
Sensational Double flowers of a rare ‘’champagne’’ 
colour, with green foliage having distinct bronze 
markings. Great for hanging baskets, window boxes 
or as patio plants. Two per container will create a 
breathtaking display with up to sixty flowers at any 
one time.
2 Tubers €8  Code SB064

New
New

NERINE PEARLS OF CHERRY
This has to be one of the most gorgeous coloured flowers 
ever! This bright cherry red with a hint of pink coloured 
Nerine is sure to give the garden the wow factor during 
the autumn months when everything else is dying back
3 bulbs €10  Code SB306
Buy 6 bulbs for just €16  and Save €4  
Code SB306A
 

NERINE SARNIENSIS 
These are such a delight in pots because they seem to 
pop up out of nowhere unannounced and provide colour 
when many other flowers have faded.
3 bulbs €10  Code SB034
Buy 6 bulbs for just €16  and Save €4 
Code SB034A
 

NERINE LIKE A VIRGIN 
Once everything has died back after the summer months, 
you can still rely on  Nerine Like A Virgin to come into ac-
tion and give your garden life during the autumn months. 
Looks fabulous planted in groups in pots or tubs.
3 bulbs €10  Code SB307
Buy 6 bulbs for just €16  and Save €4 
Code SB307A
 

New

NERINE ISABEL 
A dark strikingly strong pink, to ring the changes. It is 
a marvellous October contrast to the Autumn colours. 
45cm. 
3 Bulbs €10  Code SB121
Buy 6 bulbs for just €16  and Save €4  
Code SB121A
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BEGONIA FRAGRANT  
MOTHER’S DAY 
With a superb cascading habit, long-lasting blooms 
and lovely perfume, these Fragrant Begonias 
deserve to be  planted close to the house so their 
attributes can be best appreciated. Perfect for 
containers, baskets and window boxes.
3 Tubers €9 Code SB140

WHITE EGRET ORCHID  
(HABANERA RADIATE)  RARE
Rare Japanese beauty. Exquisite, pearly-white flowers  
resemble a flock of miniature egrets hovering gracefully 
atop slender stems. Habanera radiata produces truly  
stunning up to 20 blooms on each delicate stem that  
flourish for 3–4 weeks. Thrives in damp conditions and is 
hardy to -6C . Easy to grow instructions included.
2 Tubers €12  Code SB130

BEGONIA ‘APRICOT SHADES’  
Large, cascading double blooms in sunshine shades of  
apricot and lemon will pour from your containers from July 
to October. These tuberous begonias will perform whatever 
the weather, in sun or semi shade. The trailing habit of 
Begonia ‘Apricot Shades’ makes them ideal for hanging 
baskets, window boxes and Flower Pouches™ for a really 
impressive display that will light up even a shady corner. 
Height: 30cm (12”). Spread: 45cm (18”).
2 Tubers €6  Code B011
4 Tubers €10  Code B011A

DAHLIA THE WOW COLLECTION 
Wow!  This Mega Collection is our best selection ever of these garden classics ever. Mr Middleton has been growing 
dahlias since 1964 , he has used his experience to put together the best selection of old time heritage varieties as well 
as stunning modern day ground breaking varieties . This unique medley includes varieties of different shapes and sizes 
and colour . 
10 Tubers €20 Save €20  Code SB308

New
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IRISH  
WILDFLOWERS  
MEADOW AND 
GARDEN MIXTURE 
Blended especially for Mr Middleton 
this pure wildflower mixture will 
help you create a natural Irish wild-
flower meadow in your own garden. 
All the seed is native Irish, so as to 
ensure you add to the beauty of 
your land and do not introduce any 
foreign species. Our pack contains 
wildflowers and natural grasses and 
is 100% pure seed with no added 
fillers. Full professional instructions 
sent with every order. No Insecti-
cides Used - Neonicotinoidee Free
50g covers 75 Sq meters €22 
Code S144
100g covers 150 Sq meters €37 
Code S144A
200g covers 300 Sq meters 
€67 Code S144B
500g covers  750 Sq meters 
€95 Code S144C

IRISH  
WILDFLOWERS  
FOR DAMP SITES
Our Damp meadow and garden 
mixture is designed especially for 
damp soils it will grow in most situ-
ations except shade or very dry or 
heavy lime. It has not as many bold 
colours as our standard mixture 
but it is full of natural vibrancy and 
wild colour but most importantly it 
grows where none else will. Particu-
larly suited to wet acid soils which 
are difficult to work. 
50g covers 75 Sq meters €22 
Code S784
100g covers 150 Sq meters €37 
Code S784A
200g covers 300 Sq meters  
€67 Code S784B
500g covers  750 Sq meters 
€95 Code S784C

BEGONIA LEMON BLOSSOM
A unique and exquisite colour selection by Mr  
Middleton which will add beauty to your pots and tubs all 
summer long. July - Oct ht 35cm.
4 Tubers €10  Code SB194
Buy 8 tubers for just €16 and Save €4   
Code SB194A

SUPER SCENTED LILIES
This collection will produce an abundance of richly-coloured 
flowers blooming in early summer with the most wonderful 
fragrance. Ht 2–3’ (70–90cms).
10 Bulbs €12  Code SB089

MR MIDDLETON’S VINTAGE GLADIOLI 
A special selection of old world varieties, to bring you back to your 
granny’s garden. Providing imposing spikes of pastel flowers for  
your garden, which also make excellent cut flowers.
25 corms €8  Code SB165
50 corms €12  Save €4  Code SB165A
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FRAGRANT ENGLISH ROSES
A special collection of Scented Rose Bushes chosen from the 
David Austin range. Delicious fragrance, repeat flowering 
and disease resistance. The collection will contain five dif-
ferent named varieties specially chosen by Mr Middleton. 
They will be supplied root wrapped, allowing you to plant 
them anytime from Nov – Mar. The bushes will provide a 

bowl of old  fashioned scented blooms next summer –  
a real delight. Content may vary.
Normal Price €20 each
Special Price €50 per collection of 5 bushes.   
Code R014

DAVID AUSTIN PERFUMED ROSES 50% OFF

Wonderful Fragrance

FRAGRANT DOUBLE BEGONIA 
ODOROSA
Delight in the scent of this uniquely fragrant Begonia! 
Double, cascading flowers in many shades of pink and 
apricot make a stunning display. . Enjoy the colour and 
fragrance in the garden or on your patio midsummer to 
first frost. Produced in great quantities, the blossoms 
cascade and tumble with grace over their containers. 
They stand out against the foliage of deep green leaves, 
adorned with distinctive bronze markings. This Begonia 
deserves a spot in your window boxes, containers and 
hanging baskets, and will reward you with constant 
cheerful notes of summer colour!
4 bulbs €10  Code SB097
8 bulbs €16 Save €4  Code SB097A
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HOW TO ORDER 

24/7 Shopping 
www.mrmiddleton.com 
Phone 01 860 3674

Click and Collect
You can place an order online or by phone for  
collection in our Shop in Mary St, or in our Warehouse  
Mr Middleton Mail Order Warehouse 144D Slaney  
Close, Glasnevin.

Simply place your order online click the option to  
collect. We will phone/text you when your order is  
ready for collection.

Warehouse Collection 
You can place an order online or by phone for collection
in our warehouse. Please note this is a warehouse
collection service only. Slaney Close is a working
warehouse, it is not a retail shop or garden centre.
Warehouse collection time 9am–1pm 2pm–5pm  
Monday – Friday

Personal Shoppers                                        
Mr Middleton Garden Shop
58 Mary St, Dublin 1
Monday – Saturday 9am–5.30pm
Phone: 01 873 1118

Post
Mr Middleton Garden Shop
58 Mary St 
Dublin 1
FREEPOST
(No stamp required simply write Freepost  
on the envelope and we will pay the postage)

PLEASE ALLOW 21 DAYS FOR DELIVERY

Follow us on 
Facebook

FRINGED BEGONIA POM POMS 
Fringed carnation like flowers with ruffled petals in a striking combination. These spectacular begonias flower all 
summer long. Perfect for beds, borders and containers, or a sunny windowsill indoors! Ht 40cm.
4 tubers €10 Code SB217  8 tubers €16 Save €4  Code SB217A

€6

ORDER FORM

CUSTOMER DETAILS/METHOD OF PAYMENT
Customer No. (if known)
Name
Address
 
Email

I enclose a cheque/postal order for €

or please charge my credit/debit card account

Card No:   
Expiry:

 CODE  PRICE  QTY TOTAL 

MM   YY Last 3 digits

Sub Total

Post & Packaging

Gift Voucher/Credit

TOTAL

Your Guarantee and Terms
We Guarantee everything we sell. We promise to supply products in prime condition. If for any 
reason you are not 100% delighted upon receipt of your order, please advise us by email or in 
writing within 7 days – this allows a replacement to be sent promptly to ensure you still have 
time to achieve total satisfaction from your purchases. Our liability is restricted to the value of 
the goods ordered. Prices valid at time of publication and are subject to change which will be 
notified on our web site. All orders are subject to our standard terms and conditions listed on our 
web site. Delivery within 21 days.

Phone

FREE POST & PACKING ON ALL ORDERS OVER €80!

Eircode

Important: We require a day time telephone to guarantee delivery
Mr Middleton Garden Club: to receive our catalogue and details of new varieties by post /email please tick this box.

01 860 3674  |  Order online www.mrmiddleton.com01 860 3674  |  Order online www.mrmiddleton.com

Follow us on 
Instagram
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MAJESTIC ALSTROEMERIA   
These Alstroemeria push the boundaries of the seasonal garden by continuously producing lush, colourful blooms all 
summer and all autumn long. In fact, you can expect to be enjoying these pretty flowers for more than five months! 
An excellent cut flower, it creates showy bouquets and indoor arrangements. Ht 60cm.
Majestic Alstroemeria Louis €8 each Code PL149   
Buy 3 plants for just €20 and Save €4  
Code PL149A  

New

Majestic Alstroemeria €8 each Code PL171  
Buy 3 plants for just €20 and Save €4  
Code PL171A  

New
GIANT  
DELPHINIUMS
Towering majestic giants 
that will add grab attention 
in your garden.
Majestic spires give often much 
need height to borders with a 
graceful and elegant charm. 
Often thought of as an old 
cottage garden favourite, they 
make a dramatic statement, 
demanding attention even the 
most modern planting schemes. 
Extremely floriferous, sturdy 
stems hold glorious blooms that 
are excellent for cutting. From 
June they tower above nearby 
plants with glorious flowers on 
stately stems . They are smoth-
ered in iridescent blooms which 
create maximum elegance and 
impact year after year .  Prefer 
well-drained soil in sun. Fully 
hardy perennials.
3 mixed plants €20   
Code PL179
6 plants €30 Save €10  
Code Code PL179A

      


